Pool Rules
We want you all to have a wonderful time at the Pool but we also want you to be safe.
To help us keep you and your family safe please note the Pool Rules below.
➢ A Lifesaver (First) will be present at all sessions to ensure responsible behaviour by pool users and
to provide First Aid. Most sessions will have a Second who will be responsible for the snack bar and
poolside area.
➢ 28 people in the pool at any one time. Inflatable session and SEND session is limited to 20
➢ Long hair to be safely tied up – all swimmers and please take off any jewellery which might get
caught up - hoop earrings, necklaces or bracelets
➢ To help us keep the pool chemicals balanced we would be grateful if you could apply sun screen/oil
30 minutes prior to entering the pool
➢ Non toilet trained infants must wear waterproof swim nappy
➢ No photographs or videos to be taken for any reason during any public swim session. Note: At a
private hire party, taking of photographs is the decision of the party host
➢ Due to the size and depth of the pool, no poolside running, jumping in, diving, pushing, “slapping
with woggles or floats. No sitting on shoulders in pool
➢ Inflatables for community swim sessions are not allowed with the exception of at the Inflatable Fun
Swim Session which are provided by the pool. Note: At a private hire party, use of inflatables or
pool toys is at the discretion of the party host. Snorkels and mermaid tails are not allowed at any
time at either Public Sessions or Private Hire
➢ No glass allowed in any area of the pool
➢ Please do not eat or drink at poolside or in pool. No alcohol allowed
➢ No smoking (including electronic smoking devices) in any area of the pool
➢ Private hire bookings to take rubbish away from site at the end of their party as we have no rubbish
collection and volunteers have to take pool rubbish away
➢ Please do not swim following a bout of sickness and diarrhoea within the last 2 weeks

In the event of emergency two short blasts of the whistle will be sounded.
Please respond calmly to any instructions given by the pool supervisor.

